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dulce et decorum est pro patria mori:
mors et fugacem persequitur virum,
nec parcit imbellis iuventae
poplitibus timidove tergo.
sweet 'nd dandy's dying for the land:
death fires the fleeing man, too,
nor spares a rebellious lad's
knees; a shiver up his back.
Horace, Book III, 2
translated by Andrew Aronson
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Form as an Extension
of Function and Content

A circle, dark
Containing an egg
Containing a spot of red,
Dark, blood.
A skull containing
Grey and red matter
A mass of nerves
A knot of life.
The heart a brown
red muscle mass
Blood red in oxygen
Breathing, swelling, pumping
blue blood out into arteries
straighter than the heart.
The womb
filling and shedding, out
Down through a tunnel more
or less straight.
An odd enfolded
circle, expanding to reveal
a wet dark circle, a door
to a tunnel to a sphere:
a black dot of blood.
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The embryonic sac;
and the umbilical cord a
more or less straight curving
line between two points.
The last connection
the point of departure
the navel
a small dark
circle.
—Kyrla Lowe

The Father Poem
(from The Life Study)
i<
the father poem is always beginning

j y

i.
l-

The penis, phallus, hard
straight line of deliverance
through the revealing lips
to the center, entrance
of the tunnel made for deliverance
tipping to the star of the cervix
he mouth of the womb
Delivering its tremulous
tenuous clot of life,
contained for a time
rowing into possibilities
Probabilities beyond belief.
The father poem is always beginning
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2. I admit to a sentimental childhood.
I called my father
Prince Charming
He required kisses before ascending the stair
or leaving the car,
wherever a drawbridge or gate
could be improvised.
I, of course, required the same.
He delivered me from many evils,
chiefly a dragon with icy breath.
3. The King is dead; Long live the King
Moved beyond my grasp you were
ever more precious.
I would circumvent homework,
bath-time or bed-time, if at times
like a nymph, I could catch your eye
and make you smile.
Sitting in your lap, with a book in rr/ine
You listened
and I told you about horses.
4 Older and ill, I dreamed of walking
into a sunset and back out
with him by my side:
"always together now"
The father poem
is always beginning.
—Kyrla Lowe
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Two Girls in a Meadow
Those two Renoir women
white and dusty red.
One with a field of violets
the other, auburn
gazing on with rapt vision
and thick arms.
Smudgy faced, smooth eared
sisters above the hay making village.
Bonnets askew, ribbons
arching their skirts against
the ripe blue hay.
Autumn, and bare chested peasants
reap wet grass—
They arrange violets,
the last of the season.
Such flowing waists
must bring their harvest in,
young with the pregnant fall
their plump flesh
calls, with the perfect moist violets,
their lovers ardent, with winter's flush,
to the last of beauty—
hearty, with the coarse winter.
—Corbin Riemer
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Poem
On my return
I avoided the place where she was killed
She was
smashed
by a Hoosier salesman
taking advantage
of the shortest route between New Philadelphia & 1-71,
Sack of bones
I put in a sack
given by a neighbor lady
who was sympathetic
—Matthew Mees
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Off Lido Key
All day the sun glazes waves
that shoulder light in silver roils;
The wind sends our sails in billows
across the muscled back of sea.
This happens every day, this rolling light on water;
I look below the surface
at the scale sided mirror of a snapper.
It lasts an instant
this flash of fin that gathers recognition in
a quick particular
rising like a secret to the surface.
The sun is deeper gold and copper
reflected in the silent pulsing flank
that flexes sun in measured motions.
On and on, the chop of wave
the push of wind; the fish gusts under starboard bow.
We come about, scatter shards of light.
—Samuel B. McMillan
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In the Afternoon
What we love
are live hard crabs
green beach stones to suck
a woman's smile through restaurant window.
Love is a sun
bleached antler found on hillside
We walk savoring the smell of
Winter roses,
mud flowers
inched into air.

an amulet charming
wind.

night frozen ice crystals

To lift love
into clouds the sun picks down
between buildings
It hovers
off bridges
it slopes
off glass walls
In images
of itself,
love is
hovering the street into light
That we walk
in patterns of emotions.
Now, at the stoplight,
love waits ior what we love.
—Samuel B. McMill*11
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Untitled
A jeep from the continental divide and an old friend,
a vagrant philosopher, appeared last night
(from out of darkness, smooth adhesive moments, young
we move toward decisions distrust . . .)
and told adventures of romance and dust, his narrow
dirt path etched in the side of a mountain, a cabin there.
The jeep's glove compartment spit forth marked maps,
frayed directions
(like notes of music, moving moments bound together
y their very movement, ticking out our rhythm with their
continuity . . .);
bone by bone we picked over the past,
and he chuckled to see me in this stained-glass setting,
e ornamental, pink-sweatered girls with matching feet,
ut he'd been away, long gone from the suburbs
(and th e rocky shoreline in the front-yard where we
c imbed and watched the minutes of summer fading at
Sunset, turning into seasons; now as if we'd slept
a°d awoke here within our shelled maturity . . .);
^as on his way back to wonder and flinch at that
human overload once called home, its packaged emotions,
^ega-whatever.
to
n°rth woods, following roads till they end,
as^?
s m off to the library to follow Plato's reasoning,
in We a£ree(* that the moments steer us unaware, plotting
space a coincidental course . . .)
—Tom Arnold

Eva
I do not like you Eva.
Your safety-pin lips
and your baby-powder touch
only want to clasp my heart
as if it were a diaper.
When the clouds rain
and you say I must get under,
I shelter beneath your breasts—
you knot my fingers carefully
and say I must not touch.
You clean me Eva
with your tongue,
with your tongue
like a lizard's
that I try to catch and swallow.
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But you have eaten me first Eva,
pulled out my teeth
and put in soft pink gums.
You say it's time to nap.
So I crawl beneath your skirt
and you haul me out
and slap my bum
and place me on my rack.
You say I must not cry tonight
as you sing your sleeping songs.
So my lashes such my tears
aside my pillow
while I watch you strip your clothes.
You hear me sneeze
and feel my head.
So I sneeze and sneeze again.
But you only want to rock me Eva,
rock me til I'm dead.
—Woody Newman
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For I Will Consider My Cat Jeoffrey
Jack was at work the Wednesday morning when
Marmelade, beige with tiger stripes, gave birth to a white
kitten, a gray, and two brown-yellow calicos. His
disappointment with Marmelade's timing, however, was
quickly dispelled by the sustained attention he gave to her
brood. So determined was he that their nursing not be
interrupted, he patiently held bowls of milk and tuna under
Marmelade's nose so that she wouldn't have to leave the
cardboard box. Only when all five fell asleep did Jack go to bed.
The next evening, while watching the television news and
eating dinner, he noticed that the gray was a feeble competitor
for milk, powerless to counter three greedy whirlwinds. Even
held in Jack's hand, its mouth pressed against a nipple, it was
slow to respond and often had hardly begun pumping its paws
against a breast when it was sent sprawling by either Mutt,
Jeff, or Spectrum. And its retaliation was sluggish.
When at last the others slept and the gray could fee(*
peacefully, Marmelade leaped from the box and out the secondoor apartment window, into an adjacent oak tree by which she
reached the ground. Jack surprised himself by feeling angry
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not with her, but with the hungry whimpering she had
abandoned. She was back in ten minutes.
Gray's condition was mildly distressing to Jack, but not so
much as to interfere with the pleasure afforded him by ^he rest
of the litter. He reasoned that there was always a runt, matched
on the other extreme by a precocious brother or sister, in this
case Jeff, the one he had decided to keep. However, though Gray
grew perceptibly, her head developed a tendency to droop to
one side, an imbalance causing her to fall repeatedly. Her
cries now persisted the entire day, even after sufficient
feedings.
On the third Saturday after the birth, Jack consulted a
veterinarian who was noncommital on the possibility that Gray
was experiencing pain. Nor could the vet determine if the
ailment was a nervous condition, or simply a nutritional
deficiency. Ignoring Jack's question on the chances of
recovery, he gave the kitten a small injection and instructed
Jack on how to administer a vitamin paste.
The following Friday, Jack came home to find Marmelade
yelping on the window ledge, Gray lying dead at her feet. He
opened the window and Marmelade jumped out, holding the
kitten in her jaws. He wondered where she had deposited her
burden when she returned empty-mouthed half-an-hour later.
Jack was glad to be relieved of the irritation of Gray's
illness and also to have one less kitten to find a home for. He
could have had the promise of a friend from work to take Jeff
when he was weaned. But how was Jack to anticipate
Spectrum's incredible spurt of growth? Not only had she
Passed Jeff's size in these four days since Gray's death; she
was the first of the litter to have scaled the quite-high walls of
the cardboard box. Jack had changed his mind and decided to
keep her. Unfortunately, upon phoning, Jack learned that his
friend had found another kitten.
Replacing the receiver, he went to bed, tired despite the
early hour. Twice his sleep was disturbed by phone calls. Did
he have a longhair female? Was one of the kittens all black? The
next morning he adjusted his newspaper ad, as well as the
notice he'd pinned to his office bulletin board. The minimal
rosponse to the latter irked him, since the man seated two
^esks away had, by the same tactic, garnered far more
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requests lor his collie's pups than he was able to satisfy.
That evening he met the young couple from upstairs, Ted
and Jeanine, on the steps of his apartment building. They
declined his offer. Since Jeanine was having a child soon, she
thought a pet. . .She finished her sentence with a smile. Jack
shrugged good-naturedly, but as he unlocked his door, he
fearfully was imagining four full-grown cats in his rooms
charading as jungle beasts, with all the attendant destruction
and procreation. This vision was wrenched from his mind by
the fierce scream which greeted him as he stepped inside.
He saw Marmelade scramble out of the cardboard box,
tipping it over as she did so. Spectrum ran to follow her but was
brought up short as Marmelade spun and whipped a paw within
an inch of Spectrum's nose. Marmelade's fur was on end and
she glared, wide-eyed, and poised motionless. Spectrum's
coat, however, was sleek and her eyes clenched for a moment
in an extended yawn. Her mother retreated after hissing to no
effect. Mutt and Jeff, no longer content to play with Spectrum's
tail, followed on very wobbly legs.
Spectrum demonstrated that her legs were anything but
wobbly as she ascended to a high window ledge where she set to
washing herself. Jack was certain that she had again grown
perceptibly in the last twenty-four hours and was already
three-fourths the size of her mother.
Going to the bedroom to change clothes, he saw
Marmelade seated in the closet, one forepaw suspended beside
her ear, hunched over licking her belly. When she stopped long
enough to switch to her other paw for support, an inch-long
trickle of red appeared before being blotted and diffused by the
pale tan fur and erased by Marmelade's tongue. Looking
closer, Jack found one of her breasts ripped open, deflated. He
was chagrined to imagine Jeanine's own ripe tits similarly
mangled.
By the time he ascertained that the blood flow was
diminishing, Mutt and Jeff were curled asleep on some laundry
he had tossed to the closet floor.
Jack postponed dinner, hoping he could entice Spectrum to
follow him outside while he pondered what to do with her, and to
give Marmelade a few unanxious moments in which to recoverHe had no trouble. She had been at his heels when he left for
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work ever since the day after Gray's death. Now she promptly
jumped from her perch and was prevented from sniffing the
door frame too long by a soft push from Jack's foot.
Once outside, Jack's other hope, that Spectrum would be
frightened enough this first time to stay close by him, was not
confirmed. She did walk deliberately a short while, but after
building her confidence by successfully stalking a dandelion,
she ran under a parked car, craned her neck around both sides
of a flat tire surveying the territory, and sped across the street
out of sight.
Jack was irritated by Spectrum's independence and did not
chase after her. He maintained a brisk pace along the sidewalk,
thinking how he had preferred the problem caused by Gray. At
least that had not threatened to get out of his control. It had been
a nuisance, but not a crisis. Jack reprimanded himself. This
was hardly a crisis, either. Not even close. Spectrum had
decided it for him.
A large noise in his stomach reminded him that he was
hungry. He was just commencing to retrace the three blocks to
his apartment when he was startled by an energetic and deeptoned barking. Jack spotted its source, an Irish setter
crouched at the base of a tree—through the wind-swayed leaves
of which flashed a patch of white. Jack was about thirty yards
away. He sat on the curb and had a cigarette; when the ash had
burned to the filter, the setter was still at it. After Jack's
second cigarette, an ally was attracted, a German shepherd.
Jack pulled out his pack a third time, but found it to be empty.
Crushing it in his hand, the crackling of paper and cellophane
catalyzed the throbbing in his temple triggered by the inhaled
smoke. He only half-whispered a Goddammit, which propelled
bim to his feet, and home.
Two aspirin and a good dinner somewhat eased his
headache, so that the last remnants of twilight found Jack
enjoying a detective novel. Since the heat was not excessive,
bis air conditioner was off. He was slumped in a cushioned
chair, feet propped on a table, wearing only undershorts, with
the breeze through open windows countering the sweat on his
body caused by the floor lamp.
His peace was disturbed when he heard Spectrum,
balanced on the oak branch, clawing the window screen. He had
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so convinced himself that she wouldn't return, that Jack
decided not to admit her. He shivered involuntarily. Then
impatience with the rasping sound of pointed bone on woven
metal drove him to unhinge the screen, which he forgot to
secure afterward.
Spectrum leaped inside and without breaking stride, went
to the cardboard box, rising on the hind legs and poking her
nose over the edge. At an angry gurgling deep in Marmelade's
throat, Spectrum dropped to all fours, letting out a piercing
wail. Jack s response was to give her an audible smack on her
ank with the palm of his hand, which choked the wail for a
second without stopping it. He carried her into the kitchen and
pushed her have into a bowl of chicken parts. She drew back.
She had investigated Marmelade's meals before but had always
preferred a nipple. Jack yelled: That's what you eat now! He
slid the bowl toward her. She held her ground, coaxing a little of
the chicken to the floor with her paw, sniffing at it, and finally
eating it. Before she was satisfied, she had devoured not only
w at was in the bowl, but most of another can. Encouraging her,
petting her continually, Jack shook his head at how easy this
had been. Afterward, he slept easily.
He was lying on his back, his head propped by a pillow
folded in half. The room was suffused with a soft silver light.
He watched an exceptionaiiy beautiful blond step slowly out of
all her clothes and walk toward him, her outstretched fingers
tautening the skin of her stomach. He felt the mattress dip as
she crawled beside him. They touched. The hardness between
is egs throbbed as he discovered the dampness between hers,
y on toP of him > her weight concentrated in her elbows and
the heels of her hands. Her longhair brushed back and forth on
his cheek. Her tongue played back and forth over his throat,
back and forth, endlessly wet. And she whispered, soothingly,
then more excitedly, then with a fierceness accompanied by the
withdrawal of her tongue from throat and the dig of her
fingernails into his chest.
Jack woke and the two luminous green spheres only inches
rom is face froze him for one second before he swung his
fisted arm across his body, dislodging an object which
screamed when struck. Disoriented in the darkness, he
scrambled out of bed, knocking a bedside lamp to the floor with
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a hasty, erratic hand. He stumbled for the wall switch and
stepped in a slimy, hot spiked little mass, on contact with which
his foot jerked upward in a reflex action, driving his knee into
the edge of his desk. His finger found the switch.
Spectrum was in the livingroom, pushing the shredded and
depleted carcase of Mutt between her paws as she had done with
ping pong balls and cockroaches. Jack had already encountered
Jeff.
Jack chased Spectrum to the window, but she sat on the
floor beneath the ledge, licking her paw to saturation to remove
blood from her muzzle. It took another burst of anger by Jack
before he heard the rustle of oak leaves and saw her white form
shrink to gray then dissolve altogether. He inserted the screen
hooks in their eye screws.
He sat in his cushioned chair and smoked a cigarette
before thinking to look for Marmelade. She wasn't under
anything, nor behind the drapes, nor on the high closet shelf
where she hid from the clatter of garbage cans on trash days.
Jack was relatively sure of her safety. He placed Mutt and Jeff
in a plastic bag, which he sealed and dropped into a second one.
He dressed, then deposited the bundle in a trash basket at a
toain intersection four blocks away. When he returned, he
dampened all the blood spots he could find with cold water. He
sat down again, this time with a beer and his detective novel.
After three chapters, his chin dropped to his chest, and his
book to the floor.
—Angus Paul
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During a Red Tide-Siesta Key
The sun lashing at my shoulders
drives me up the beach.
I cast a shaded gaze before
my bare weighted feet
at the dead fish strewn
onto shore by a high t/de.
The fish lie there, some half-covered
by sand wet with a poison
I cannot comprehend. Their gaping mouths
are stiff after weeks of wandering
in search of a place to rest,
a place to be unjoined
from the Gulf's vexing whims.
Their eyes are polished beads
on tarnished bodies, their sex organs
swollen like a hanged man's erection.
Tomorrow there will be more.
There is no breeze. The fetid fish-smell
hangs thick in my nostrils.
The sun does not move in the sky, spills
heat, bakes the fish into the sand.
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I move under the sun's command,
unquestioning, on this beach peopled
by the aging forms of women & their husbands.
They walk the same sand I walk,
driven by the same sun,
unquestioning, stepping over the carcasses,
sometimes stopping to look out
over the motionless Gulf, or to stare
for a moment at a fish
whose last convulsion came weeks ago.
The sun's rays singe my skin.
These aging wrecks wander
back-&-forth along this stretch
searching for a place to rest.
And I march behind them
through a plane of heat & stench
into a clear furnace.
—Arthur Marx

id

Asp
It is a witch trial
and each time I float
like a dead cork.
Strapped down on my bed
they laid me out
sterile as an operation,
doctors stare at the quick
night—flit over my neck
and into my hair.
Already I imagine the fang punched
through the skin,
small, like a barbed hook
caught in the upper lip—
reeled into air.
Lento lentissimo
it glides off my leg,
like a low tide
pulls away from the sand,
naked at night
sun stretching
the cratered side of the moon.
1 open my eyes into the light,
as if I suddenly caught myself
in the bureau mirror,
and was born in that second.
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Myself in another's eyes
puppy face squirmed out—all night
my lover bore me in his thighs.
midwife mother
father lover,
already our child
floats behind his face,
transparent
frames back into a fetal race,
incest is the most natural act.
Near dawn
dark places the corners of my room,
an asp curls out
from the doorway,
a link of moving hair
lifts like a hand
left in the air.
The asp waves over its coil,
self charmer
blows its belly
out—flute notes billowing waves of light.
I scream, but my voice has turned
into his dream,
his lovely head
caught, in the adagio—
bends down to the snake
jerks back drops
like a coat on the floor.
And the asp shoots
through an angle of light,
left by the door.
—Katherine Estill
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A Construction with Wire and Birds
Today rain.
Slick road
and to the left
the corn stubble
spiked in rows
rises out of the clotted earth
Birds roost
wired
on the telegraph
a clump of them
huddled under the tumbling sky
The wire
rises to the pole
Birds feather this wing
Tucked under the curve
the shorn field
holds the pole upright in its muck
No sound
cleaves the air
The bird's dark shapes
quiver on the wire
Dumb notes on a stave
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A quiet wind
heaves its burden
across the sodden land
that lifts it up
The wire
rises to a point again
I pass
on the road
my eyes to the left
My arms curve out of the weather
under the weight of the birds
— Michael Davis

Ancient Days
Fruit on a vine
long past harvest
Plucked by the empty
fingers of the north wind
First snow of a long season
Winter comes hard
—Richard Schoenberger
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Wings
Tov
OC0O(.V(XTOL
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For the fifth time since
Ilium I have lost myself
in those Greek clouds
whose silver lining I have
yet to find;
the blackness envelops.
Innocent trees
bystand into oblivion,
greyhound motors
nonotonize into doze,
hrough sleep and back
0 wakefulness.
1 am lost in those clouds
whose only color is the
blackness of little deaths.
I am lost again,
my fifth since Ilium,
I pray I may not live to know a sixth.

II
Irridescent wings slap
the air into submission;
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it does not whimper, it does not stir,
even the sun is blinded by
his own reflection from those
wings
those
wings
those wings
which gently, butterfly-softly,
fold,
enfold my world in awe.
I am lifted, apotheosis carries
me, caught in the updraft, up,
up past the cowed air, toward the moon.
I hear a cellophance crinkling,
the music of the spheres.
Lifted higher, further, I am afraid.
It would be too easy to fall; and it is not I who deserve
the vengeance of a conquered sky.
III
You hover above me,
walking a holier level of heaven.
The sun and I are blinded by
your wings,
blasting light through these clouds
lor the fifth and final time
you cleave the air.
I cannot.
I have only blind eyes and no name
Call me Pteros;
love you but
my wings refuse to grow.

1

^r°s, cleaver of air, in mortals' speech is he named,
But,
since he must grow wings, Pteros the celestials call him.
— Plato, The Phaedrus.
25

Three Poems from the Spanish
The One Who Inhabits Me
iI

Car Je est un autre.
—Rimbaud
J J

How strange it is to see myself sitting here,
and close my eyes, and open them, and look,
and hear, like a distant waterfall, the tumbling away of life*
and close my eyes, and open them, and look.
How strange it is to see myself sitting here.
How strange to see myself like a breathing plant,
and feel a caged bird in my chest,
and a thick push that, struggling, forces a path through my
veins.
How strange it is to see myself sitting here,
and grab one hand with the other,
and touch myself, and smile, and in a loud voice speak
my own name, so emptied of meaning.
Oh. How strange. How terrifyingly strange.
The shock leaves my horror mute.
There is a stranger who inhabits me
and talks as though I were not myself.
—Gabriel Celaya
Translated by Richard Crowei
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Poem
Perhaps, in our sleep, the hand
of the sower of stars
made that forgotten music ring out
like a note from the boundless lyre,
and that humble swell rose to our lips
from a few sincere words.
—Antonio Machado
Translated by Richard Crowell

Autumn
Autumn, gold-handed.
Your hands let slip cinders of gold to the road.
Now you walk once again through the old, lonely landscapes.
Your body encircled by all of the winds born of all of the ages.
Autumn, gold-handed.
With the song of the ocean resounding inside your vast breast,
With no spikes and no spines that might wound the new morn,
ith the dawn that your heavens distil on the blooms of the vine,
o give joy to the man who has known that you live
at you come once again.
ith the smoke and the wind and the song and the quivering
wave,
in your red-kindled heart.
—Jose Hierro
Translated by Richard Crowell
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evening over dawn
I. evening
Darkness reveals, not day
light submits to darkness
the universe unveiled
breathing moon
exhales to fullness,
its light whispers through earth-dark
black seduced by a beamed scrim,
it inhales
dissipating into the night
back seat to the infinite
specks of light
which dot the sky with figures
hieroglyphics of our origin
II. dawn
Broken flames in the east
the sun slowly sponges
the stained glass horizon
sucking slowly as it rises
all color within itself
cleaning the air
burning the stain clear
the sun massages the mystery of the night
into blankness—curtains the sky with blue
white light blinds, blue dome conceals
—Michael O'Connor
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Faces of Suburban Street Corner

First of all, I know that voice, mouthless and furtive—but
it's so little to go on. I got the name: Bracken. So—where does
that take me? I feel talkative, maybe I'm even convincing in my
argument. What I need is a fact-finding stance: Jimmy Olsen
with a bow-tie, cub reporter for the Daily Planet. I'm just doing
my job, ma'am; care to tell me the hat size of your late
husband? Anyway, now I got eyes for a quote before I race back
to the office and tell the boys to hold up the presses for the full
story. "I never offer any service which hasn't been requested
by a customer; they have their own free will." That's Bracken
ail right. Wanted in five counties for selling foul water to blind
fish . . . also assorted moral offenses too vague to be upheld in
any court. I'll have to flesh him out before I can get hold of him.
Where he is would be difficult to say. But I can feel him. That's
the Tangibility Factor: only way to get anywhere in this
business. How else could you know anything?
• * * * *

White cadillac sidling suburban street corner where
thorny-faced leather suede drink-reeking hoodlums rasp and
clatter, scuffing molded sidewalks, slushing beer and grease
waste. Window electric rolls down, yellow eyes from corner
flick tentative reptile interest. Fresh scalloped silver hair pin
sparkle eyes with large oval green lenses shading jade
Slimmers on cream-skin cheeks and chin, face wends to
window open stares. Sticky frosted lips of wiggy split-level
°usewifeon prowl from local Rexall pose simpering. White
silk sheer garb clinging as she slides fabric sheen in plum
Purple interior.
"You dearies holding any meat?"
• » * * *
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Bracken the Time-Broker, well-known in circuits of bars
and pleasure drops sleazy to the touch, peddled wares too
delicate to be handled by the usual methods. So I smell him one
day hovering a certain street corner where the locals hang in
quivers of steel jet boots and slick waistcoats. Blended into the
landscape by one of his rippling sense-screens he prods
unfathomed the group jaggering on the corner. Being
acquainted with this cheap observation technique, I filter
quickly to his level of jive and catch him in his grey overcoat
moving his lips in airless liquid mumbles. I flashed an eye, he
caught it and smiled slippery showing his gleaming gums. He
was certainly a grinner.
* * * • *

The television filled the living room with an editorial
protesting violence among juvenile gangs. The face on the
screen squinted grimaced shifted from pink to green to blue to
sallow yellow. Colors splayed from the tube onto the pasty
faces of Jo and Jonny prone in their recliners. Cheap pot smoke
soiled the cold breath of the central air-conditioning. Chewing
soft candy corn Jo lazed passive. His eyes played across the
screen like wet infant hands.
The editorial ended. A male voice spoke: "... services
available at all times. Replies responsible if content in
vited . . ." The face dissolved, color protein jelling over
bloated pores. No longer reacting to retinal input.
• * • • *

Bracken spoke: "Been using the local-yokel newspaper
for some of my work, community notes and such—you
'Joe Golf has been named to Society for Betterment of Housing
Development'. Sometimes I can snatch a socialite line peop
drop shits right and left. Last week I got a debutantes ball
rigged into the Sunday special, right outa the blue shuffled
some pictures and dropped some names. Had an accoun t of the
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hors d'ouevres—scurvy crawlers in the onion dip . . . and a
snap of one of those copper-skin beauts, real sweet, kissing a
local prostitute. It was in the papers, so what could they do? Of
course, I intercepted the phone calls—people pissing their
pants because they weren't invited. 'Tut tut,' I cracked at some
feisty social-type, 'Musta been that nasty business with the
grocer's boy, they heard, I guess.' She about bit a chunk outa
her hi-ball glass at that. Stinking crotch-mouse."
* * • • *

One young male slumping against the schoolyard wall
snapped his eyes quickly in a half-dozen jerks over the yard.
Paling faces, shivering jumpropes, a few scattered red-nosed
monitors. Po and Jammy were scuffing by the broken waterfount, stirring up what heat they could inside their vinyl
jackets, wiping their damp noses with cold-clenched blue fists.
The boy pushed off from the wall into a careless stumble, then
eased into a stiff-jointed bobbing cadence in the direction of his
friends. As he moved into their range they altered their
movements to ease his entrance into a jiving rhythmic
triangle. Phrases and gestures oozed from them in quick
circular breathing.
• • * * •

Bracken: Time is just a catch-word. Picks up a lot of the
crowd, ladies in purple shirts who opt for an
existential outlook, figure if they can boogie an extra hour
etween the vacuum cleaner and the giant in the washing
Machine it's as good as between the sheets."

after-dinner

Heads bent hooding their japes and glances, the three
cracked knife-talk, stuttering the words with jackal grins from
ceth and eyes. Clumps of thin girls whined and chanted,
eating mittens in frisky rhythm. The school doors locked,
some well-bundled uncertain red faces leaned there blankly
* * ** *
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waiting, dangling metal lunch-boxes from gone-white knuckles.
By a cyclone fence bordering stark nerveless February
shrubbery, wool-hatted boys batted a rubber ball with spread
palms, back and forth, spouting gaming chirps. Across the
pitted asphalt Jammy shafted his eyes in a lidless stare at the
players; his companions felt the freeze and stiffened, sharp to
his movements. Jammy started away from the fount, brisk as
his heels clacked the unyielding surface. Po and the latecomer
mutely followed. They moved in a flange to a boy mop-haired
with a green elastic head band. Jammy now was moving in an
unswerving shark glide. The bay in the headband spied him and
with a quick back-step groped unlooking at the ground and
snagged a triangular chunk of rough asphalt. Jammy darted left
and the boy flashed the rock in a sidearm swarm. Jammy
ducked the weapon's path, dropping flat to a deft crouch. The
boy turned glaring to the pair advancing on his other side. P°
sidestepped and froze threatening inches from his face. The
boy pulled up his fists clenched as the latecoming young male
flashed foreward blindside and snapped his hand through
airless space in a crack against his skull.
* ** * *

Bracken scratched his neck, sinewless movements.
Fellow never muscled a gesture unless the audience mores
shot him a frightened mandate. I maintained my receptive
mode—a Jimmy Stewart front, a well-mannered, incisive
voyeur. In a snap, Bracken flipped a nasal complaint:
trafficked with the educative set a little while. Never knew
what I'd scare up there. Bad leads, short burns . . . a few tasty
surprises. Willing clients quite unsuspected. But I got to feel
ambivalent about the whole gig. I set up so many times and then
got mortified by some god-awful innocent. I remember I was a
a party where I cornered myself between an attractive bottle
and a mound of corned beef. Content to wallow in this
pleasure—when I was approached by—or rather was infecte
with a transparently smiling young girl who quickly la
grounds for a confidential jag about her literary insemination
program. I was approachable due to my presumed identity as
- a
confidante of her former lover; also she had great respect for
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my erudition, which I displayed effortlessly in the form of an
untrimmed goatee. She explained that she was a student at
Rosemont College, an institute for the legitimately insane
daughters of turtleneck patios.' . . . and the theory which we've
been doing the most is the idea of levels of reality.' She
brightened and I checked nervously for an escape route. 'You
know, the other day I was reading Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man
and on one page there were eight different levels of reality!'
"I flinched. This was critical—not at all the kind of action
I was cruising for. I began to explain that the cheese supply
needed replenishing when she was swept away by a gasping
wave of body-stockinged squealers mincing a-titter toward the
corner of the room. There the host was dispensing laughinggas from a day-glo tank. Then they all tuned in on a radio-TV
simulcast featuring five Brazilians—former telephone
operators—in letter-sweaters singing ' Mack the Knife'. It was
getting to smell pretty noxious—like a steak soaked in peanut
oil—so I stuffed some provisions in my pocket and slipped
outside. My feet hit the grass and I looked up at the sky—no
stars. So I packed cheeks out of there in a flurry. ) 7
* * ** *

The car parked in the port, in come the groceries. Steak,
bacon, stacked neat in the refrigerator. Ice-maker doing
j|s job, plenty of cubes for the afternoon drinks. Phone rings,
abeMary tells how it's been happening in her valley home:
' Please don't tell. . . fifteen after my daughter . . . enough
a slave-driver to . . . thought I coulda killed . . . tracking mud
°nto the rugs . . . later on for dinner . . . J )
A call to bore the dead. Silver nails grip cut-glass
ecanter pouring soft brown bourbon on dimpled rocks.
eggs,

* * ***

Bracken coughed and that was not good. Spotted phlegm
across days folded into creases like it was gonna serve
^orne eventual purpose. I'd gotten hung up on these clicks
? °re. And Bracken made no effort to keep his projection
ean. I scanned glancing—throat spasms flapping through
ew
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tubercular authorities and raw breaths of smoke. Sensing the
situation progression, I shuttered to stop, blank-framing in a
crux. Bracken played it porous, grainy as a curled news
clipping. I faced and felt the sick, nerves stiff to be frayed.
Bracken fixed me disdainfully with twin transluscent
orbs, his frame rippling over the landscape. He spoke in a
tasteless drone: "I had my doubts about you from the
beginning. Attention span of a corporeal being—and your non
verbal empathy is shamefully insufficient. Still listening to
voices in your head. You were blunderingly brash enough to lay
your grimy mitts on me. But trying to communicate with you
was like trying to force-feed a bawling infant." Bracken
stopped, exhaled sharply and averted his glance. He continued
speaking, cool and even. "I attempted to slip you some
merchandise under the table, so to speak; without explicitly
telling you. But your equipment is just not set up for it. You
managed to misinterpret it as inspiration." His face softened.
"No ideas but in words and images—I guess that's the way it is
with you." He began to look wistful. "It seems so simple—just
working with things right there in front of you, no supramaterial concerns—it must be a nice, homey feeling . • •"
This was getting out of hand. Condescending son-of-abitch. I flared: "Aw, go squat, would ya? I'm probably gonna
lose my job and I feel like a prime horse's ass. You take your
supra-material concerns and stick— 7 7
Bracken retorted fast. "Take it easy, OK? I gotta make a
living, too, you know. 1 7
I turned my head sulkily, feeling red-eyed and stupid.
Bracken spoke, impatiently fraternal. "And for crissake,
don't feel guilty. It's all metabolic, isn't it? 7 7
Then he dissolved.
• • * • •

Faces of suburban street corner
Sprayed from tubes local gutter waste
Yellow eyes shading movements clinging
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Glimmers shifting pink to green to hoodlums rasp and
clatter
Wet infant claspings
Soft bourbon pouring phrases and gestures
Soft porn sliding poses in local Rexall
Shivering silk smothering stiff cadence
Easing entrance
Oozing on the schoolyard wall
Screen splaying on silver faces
Eolding into creases
Bracken coughed
The face dissolved pores bloated
Color protein jelling
Screening eyes in a crux—
Bracken grinned
Teeth in file
Crainy red pulse in that thin flesh
His spasms jetting in vested orgasms—
Screaming in the television eyes,
lattices merging with a quickening landscape.
—Joel Turner
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Remembering the Pacific
at Four in the Morning
t

The water was so cold
my feet burned before
my waist was wet but I
kept walking into the breakers
it was not unlike a wish
for death the water
surged for the first time
I tasted salt
my feet torn from the earth
I swam back
now at four in the morning
in Kentucky the sea
is far away the first
wave still bends the sun
I still swim
—Michael Snider
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L.

Four A.M.
March leaves play
jacks in the eavestroughs,
storm windows
anxious to shatter,
flinging splinters of rock
candy across the floor,
leave only my face
to guard the house
from the skittish southwind
that moans in gasps
and takes its time to
cross the river
giving dutch—
rubs to head stones.
There is wild cherry
kindling gnarled
in the fireplace
fourteen trumpets
poised for their torrid
cue.
A white kitten
content to sleep now,
dreams of that one pre-dawn
when the vesper sparrow is
nabbed napping.
The year's first
kite, passion-spent
chained an Oak,
pleads in dejected
flaps for the wind's scissors.
—David Kridler
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Winter Wheat
While Spring still balks,
here is my most bold mirror.
There is no good reason
why you pick a row
but you do and you
do not waver, this
tightrope, this
narrow crooked line
of life.
Noises are reminders.
There is no more
furious noise than
the rage of a cuffed
breeze rebuffed
by a sturdy windbreak.
Just walking I
disturb others.
The flushed pheasant
high-tails it to
the far corner of
a pasture and while
trying to land
flushes a host of
swallows who circle
till scattered by
a sparrow hawk.
Nothing out here
turns its head
to seek your confirmation.
Cows break from
a huddle and amble
away from you.
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Teetering along
railroad arms above
a cinder sea,
round the bend
an injun lays his
ear upon lukewarm
tracks of the iron
horse and listens
to the waves.
—David Kridler

Taps
Knowing his newfound mate is near,
the redheaded woodpecker is gentler
with the diseased Dutch Elm
and more persuasive.
The Presbyterian bells pound rotten Hell
inside an old man's hollow trunk.
Redhead halts to listen while
the old man smothers the sound
in his pillow.
But this will not do.
So he sits hunched at
the very end
of his bed and decides
to attend the bells, to
realize afresh that
which is greater than the self, and
to be embarrassed.
Come nightfall
the neck of the woodpecker
will not be sore.
—David Kridler
3d

Notes on Contributors
Kyrla Lowe will be the first woman editor of Hika in 38 years.
Katherine Estill is a senior whose major is synoptic.
Samuel B. McMillan will graduate from New College in
Sarasota, Florida this June. He spent his freshman year
at Kenyon.
Tom Arnold is a senior whose major is English.
Michael O'Connor, too, is a senior whose major is English.
Corbin Riemer is a junior whose eye was caught by Renoir.
Woody Newman is a freshman. He received both the American
Academy of Poets Prize and the Propper Prize for poetry.
Michael Davis is a senior, an English major, and a fine
storyteller.
Matthew Mees is a senior majoring in Art.
Arthur Marx is a senior. He received the Robert Frost Prize
for poetry.
Richard Crowell is a freshman with multi-faceted talents.
David Kridler is a senior majoring in Religion.
Angus Paul will graduate with high honors in English. His
thesis is the first third of a novel.
Richard Schoenberger is a junior whose major is English.
Michael Snider graduated a year ago from Kenyon. He now
resides in Louisville, Kentucky.
Joel Turner is a junior reading for honors in English.
Andrew Aronson is a senior. He is co-recipient of the George
L. Brain Prize from the Classics Department.
Mitch Webb is a sophomore and will be an associate editor for
Hika next year.
Special thanks—
to Brad Faus, Matt Schley, and Tina Brown for their
covers;
to Matthew Mees for his posters;
and to Holly Reed, David Kridler, and Joel Turner.
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L.

Awards
Denham Sutcliffe Prize for criticism
no award given '74-'75
Charles Monroe Coffin Prize for fiction
Katherine Estill, '75
Edgar Collins Bogardus Poetry Prize
David Kridler, '75
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